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CHAPTER ONE
The conclusions of previous research suggest that we need more research to more specifically pinpoint our conclusions. We need more research to define need for some. We need more research to define need for some. We need more research to define need for some. We need more research to define need for some. We need more research to define need for some. We need more research to define need for some.

After reviewing the research and the information found within this context, the conclusion is that more research is needed in this area.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.

This proportion is needed in this area.

In the office, there is need for a dynamic manager of sales. This manager is needed in this area, and so on. This sales manager, along with the office director, is needed in this area. And so on. His action is needed for this area, sales and so on.

See where they have in common. They are like our "Bill"

will lead to unhappy expressions for all concerned.

Additional research is needed in this area.

Do not stop reading until your comprehension is normal before taking a break (for 10 to 20 minutes every hour). If you've not paid attention to your own writing, you can see whose writing who. The sentence, however, is still in need of some "propositional phrase."

The standard formula is that "of".

We have the beginnings of the parametric method.

\[
\% = \frac{\text{II} - \text{I}}{\text{II} + \text{I}} \times 100\%
\]

We thought that the original—"in this case.

Number of worlds in the original and the revision by the factor is found by dividing the difference between the factor is found by dividing the difference between the word and don't stop reading until you've read it. (The last and "propositional phrase."

It's really when the words, who's killing who (yes) is needed in this area. And so on. The sales manager is needed in this area, and so on. His action is needed for this area, sales and so on. His action is needed for this area, sales and so on. His action is needed for this area, sales and so on. His action is needed for this area, sales and so on.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.

The proportion of previous suggest that need for some.
two actions and actions clearly sort out. No "Is no propositional phrase. a LiF of 58%, and the

more.

Previous research has failed to propound our after
touristic marketing strategies. We need to know
Previous research has failed to propound our after

kicker in the complete second sentence:

it was due to "failed". We can now think in the second
real time. The research was done and we've finally found the
research has been avoided and we've finally found the

now version sounds better. too. The awkward replication of

were the writer really wanted to say in this first phrase. A

By now of course, we've changed our idea and kicker and

(1F 71%)

to propound our advertising and marketing strategies.

previous research suggests that we need to propound

more.

and more during once

and this revision, as so often happens, suggests a further

(1F 60%)

need it? Why not use:

18 words instead of 38 - 1F 59%. Not bad - but wait a

marketing strategies.

need more research to propound our advertising and
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Revision

The revision aims at polishing the action making clear disinterested. We hope this article has shown you why.

where (LP 4+P)

We hope this article has shown you why.

Please note that this is an emotional response to the article. However, the normal order of events will be the same day.

In the following paragraphs, several different proposals will be discussed.

If you bring in a solicited proposal to our office on Friday, it will be the same day. however, the normal order of events will be the same day.
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too—Short Pass. Notice how slow off the mark the original.

completed with the #4—simple with form—and the two.

which transparent you had it would actually be. Me = He

kicked, and how hard it would actually be. "The

when was no up to = We didn't understand. "Then

+ since we're provided. "The living, applicable

Wade—We have to add aicker a person/performing an

I've done steps 1 and 2 of the PM. For #3—Who's Kicking

The intellectual application of the difficult //

Read the question into the Official Scribe:

answer —nobody in Washington does that—and so on.

than expected. He could not give a straightforward

for the 1980 Democratic nomination he found himself

one of the Kennedy's advisors. Wade had never say a.

The Official Scribe is often used to cover up things

and with some drip. We want plain language, normal

phrase. No more “man” no more “hand” when you're

sentence. No more “man” no more “hand” when you're

who's mixing with the #1.

The third pass is much easier to fix.

many works in the poetry.

sense unusually appropriate suggests how rhyme

The examples when applicable to the main

The examples of unusual applications of the
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The first product should measure the acceptability of the product's base market for the new product. If consumers don't like the product's base, it won't sell.

If consumers don't like the product's base, it won't sell.

If consumers don't like the product's base, it won't sell.

The second sentence requires more work.

sweeteners. If there's significant negative reaction, product taste and usage especially critical.
The consumer reaction to the product is essential to determine the public's response. Successful advertising of the product is critical for its success. If there is a significant negative reaction to the product, the product must be changed.

So the whole revision looks like this:

**Original:**

The other revisions follow easily, once we have this basic
is used.

The sweetener determines how the product tastes and is used. Why not just say so?

The sweetener determines how the product tastes and
around, the sweetener determines how the product looks.
something is said, the sweetener, when accidentally, is the pass-
seems to say that, "Product taste and usage are doing

Here's a classic case of blurring the action. The sentence

Product taste and usage are especially critical for the

be used, and stating the sentence last:

The revision which follows is: say 3.5.

The question is: "What's the question?"

**Revised:**

To make this new product, answer several of the basic questions about how best
consumer reaction to the product is essential to

educate the public on the product's use. Research on

then one can design the product's use. Research on

test at retail. If there's confusion about the suitability

the product, then changes in the recipe would become-

Revising Business Plan
1. Circle the "pass" positions.

2. Circle the "fail" positions.

3. Ask "Who is kicking whom?"

4. Put this "kicking" action in a simple (not compound) sentence.

5. Short text: no mindless introductions.

---

The first project that should be undertaken should be this:

The fact is, you need to make the consumer aware of the product. The way to do this is to describe the product in a simple sentence. This sentence should be easy to understand and should be written in a way that is easy to follow. The sentence should be short and to the point. The purpose of the sentence is to make the consumer aware of the product and to encourage them to try it.

---
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A third advantage of the market is a means of social
organization.

A popular article by an American economist

When a voice is read aloud, the voice can shape and

'Imagine' suggests the quicker way to read.
you a four way sentence that is a bit of a tip. Sometimes little changes take
and physically, I have added the point to catch the
the balance worth of the colder, plain, and harp.

The emotionalism scores at

first believed a sentence of the organization.

The sentence for the

seems a bit of "dwell-like". I am not going to point out in the

organization are in "dwell-like"; the "dwell-like." A

think because of the maker as a means of social

The original and revision to date:

and "essays the eye to"

the importance of the organization of the point.

"contains on"; "contrary to" to increase the

The changes in the second sentence also to increase the

beginning but all by itself. Often come across sentence.

The emotions of the simple, mindless letters. Bad habits like

Advertisements in "dwell-like"; the "dwell-like."

"is in "dwell-like," the "dwell-like."

Although the sentences do not run too on exact length.
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Sometimes permanence and for many, (L, 42\%), decrease because often temporarily and for a few, but change frequently higher living standards, among them technological change. The better the living standards, the higher the change.

The two sentences still end with the same phrase, but the two sentences differ in meaning. Our revision is one of many.

The sentence in the first paragraph: "enduring, permanent, and for many, temporary, and for a few, change frequently higher living standards, among them technological change." is a correctly structured sentence.

The sentence in the second paragraph: "The better the living standards, the higher the change."

The sentence in the first paragraph is more complex and harder to understand, while the sentence in the second paragraph is simpler and easier to understand.

Now we want to preserve the static/dynamic contrast he is developing. For static efficiency, or dynamic efficiency. Now we want to preserve the static/dynamic contrast he is developing. For static efficiency, or dynamic efficiency.

The sentence in the first paragraph is more complex and harder to understand, while the sentence in the second paragraph is simpler and easier to understand.

The sentence in the first paragraph is more complex and harder to understand, while the sentence in the second paragraph is simpler and easier to understand.
As a rule of other markers, the most fruitful way of
pointing to read it, if you know no help
matters. The prose is not unclear, only Hiross. This
material. However, there is a passage from a book on
which charts these have to work with. Improvisations
will soon reach the conclusion. Here, shopping is to
borrow 2nd and 2nd. It is nothing. The shopping
process in a manner. Shopping is compatible
with improving. Improvisations are possible
over the time. I don't know. It seems to tell the new
improvisations thing it:

...
Institutions may be supply elements at one time and

The problem of doing so in the case at hand is the same.

sharp?.

closer to the world they are meant to

illicit the "spurs", plus the words they are meant to
call markets. Hence, do you notice how meaningless

incongruous the important words - "spurring", and "sharpening"

leading the introductory phrase and in

faster. Too "lightweight" the introductory phrase and in.
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Emergency windows should be placed in those rooms directly accessible to the stair. In this case, the signs should be located within 6 of the window. Second, easy access to the emergency window must be made by a set of stairs and a second exit. The location of the emergency exit should be posted at the door. The standard requires that these doors not be locked.

2. Standard requires emergency exit location marks.

1. Emergency exit location marks have to be placed in visible and readable locations.

2. The readout of the emergency exit location marks must be located within 6 of the window. The location of the emergency exit should be posted at the door. The standard requires that these doors not be locked.

3. A possible contradiction between the two other sentences, "certain occupant spaces," these spaces not defined.

4. Signs to be visible to a seated occupant.
Quick Visual Focus.

We've set up a "X" pattern that brings the customer to your product. The unknown market.

We don't want to waste the company's money on

The proposed Standard 217 requires three things:

1. The Fourth Amendment
2. The Sixth Amendment
3. The Eighth Amendment

What do we get out of these two powerful words on our site? How

about this: "How do we get these two powerful words on our site?"

How do we get out of these two powerful words on our site? How

about this: "How do we get these two powerful words on our site?"

About this: "How do we get these two powerful words on our site?"

We are no longer anxious to carefully spend the company's money.

Look at the following shopping bags:

"Shopping a Success": Their means focusing in idea.

Best part if you were writing Standard 217.

What do we get out of these two powerful words on our site? How

about this: "How do we get these two powerful words on our site?"

About this: "How do we get these two powerful words on our site?"

We are no longer anxious to carefully spend the company's money.
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In conclusion, it is important to remember that:

- The **financial responsibility** for damages under the **public interest provision** in the **Environmental Liability** of the **natural resource** should be **specifically allocated at-risk**.

Please note that the above text is a rough approximation and may contain inaccuracies due to the quality of the image.
Rhythm, and Sound

CHAPTER THREE

Sentence Length,